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ABSTRACT
In perfect-information games, approximating optimal strategies

can be decomposed to solving depth-limited look-ahead subgames

wherein the subgame leaves are evaluated using a value function.

A similar approach is possible in imperfect-information games,

but the value function must simultaneously evaluate whole sets

of related states with players’ belief distributions over these sets.

Since existing methods represent these beliefs explicitly, their mem-

ory requirements can grow exponentially. To tackle this challenge,

we introduce a sparse particle-based representation of value func-

tions. Our first contribution is showing that this representation has

strictly stronger representation power than the traditional approach.

Second, we propose a domain-independent neural network architec-

ture for approximating particle-based value functions. Finally, we

empirically show the learnability and graceful degradation of this

approach when only a subset of beliefs is used. Particle-based value

functions dramatically expand the class of games where learning

methods are applicable.

KEYWORDS
Game Theory, Nash Equilibrium, Value Function, Particle Algo-

rithm

1 INTRODUCTION
Limited look-ahead searchwith a heuristic value function is a keyAI

technique in reinforcement learning and game playing. In perfect-

information problems, this has commonly been the leading method

in programs outperforming expert human players, e.g., in Chess [10]

or Go [30]. Recent results in large imperfect information games

(IIGs) indicate that depth-limited solving is also very effective in

strong Poker AI [3, 20].

The value functions necessary for sound limited look-ahead

game solving in IIGs need to evaluate whole sets of possible game

histories, called public states, at once [28]. While in Poker, the

size of a public state is relatively small and constant, in many other

games, the number of possible game histories in a public state grows

exponentially in the number of moves in the game. For example in

Kriegspiel, a variant of Chess where players see only their pieces

and only learn if their attempted move is illegal, the number of

game histories that any of the players considers possible, i.e. the

public state, initially grows almost as quickly as the number of all

histories in the game. If the first capture does not occur within

the first ten moves, and the players played only legal moves, the

reached public state contains over 20
10

different histories.

In order to implement a computationally efficient depth-limited

search algorithm for arbitrary large games, we need to ensure that

the set of histories in each public state, along with the probabilities

of these histories occurring under a strategy, is represented in a
space of constant size.

One way to achieve that is to represent the large public state

by a sample of representative histories, called particles [35], of a

bounded size. Intuitively, if there are only a few meaningful actions

the opponent might have done, we can try to identify them and

keep track of only the relevant histories during the game. If there

are many such actions of the opponent, then a larger constant-size

sample might also sufficiently capture the information necessary

to choose the right move.

This paper proposes a value function that allows approximating

counterfactual values based on only a sample of histories in a public

state. We thus solve a fundamental challenge of extending existing

algorithms that use full beliefs to use only the sparse representa-

tions. We are not aware of any fundamental difficulties in replacing

the value function used in [3, 20] by the proposed one, but we leave

the full integration for future work.

We present a neural network architecture inspired by Deep

Sets [36] and multiple-instance learning [22] that allows mapping

an arbitrarily large sample of histories and their reach probabilities

to corresponding counterfactual values for any game represented

as factored observation stochastic game (FOSG) [15].

We show both theoretically and empirically that this architec-

ture can learn value functions of the same precision as existing

architectures if it is provided with the complete set of all histories.

We then demonstrate that reducing the proportion of histories on

the input causes the outputs’ precision to degrade gracefully. Fi-

nally, we show that using this value function with a well-selected

subset of histories allows for depth-limited solving of a sparsified

look-ahead tree.

2 RELATEDWORK
Belief states, in the form of probability distributions over possible

world states, are a key concept in single-agent Partially Observ-

able Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs). Typically, the belief

states are represented explicitly as a probability distribution over

all possible states [32]. Since the number of possible states is often

prohibitively large, some methods (e.g., POMCP [31]) represent

the state a sample from the set of possible states, rather than us-

ing the explicit representation. However, these methods rely on

pseudo-random rollouts to estimate the value of belief states and

do not explicitly use value functions over the sets of samples. While

there are methods that try to use rollouts directly without a value

function even in partially observable games [17, 34], these meth-

ods converge too slowly to be practical to solve even medium-size

problems.

An alternative approach to deal with prohibitively large state

spaces is (automatically built) abstraction (e.g., [26] via belief com-

pression). While there has been very active research in abstractions



in partially observable games (e.g., [7, 11]), abstraction-based strate-

gies proved to be hugely exploitable in Poker [16], and the com-

bination of maintaining the exact information about the current

belief state with value function leads to super-human performance

[3, 20]. Therefore, this paper focuses on combining value functions

with sparse belief state representations.

This is a viable approach because even though the number of

possible game states grows exponentially in many games, the set of

states that are reachable by optimal play at a particular moment (i.e.,

the support of the belief state) tends to be small. Previous results

show that for random normal-form games, the size of the support

of the optimal play is logarithmic [18]. Double-Oracle algorithms in

both normal-form [19] and extensive-form [2] games converge to

small equilibria in a wide variety of real-world games. The number

of actions required for optimal play, even in games with huge

action spaces, has been proven to be linear in the amount of hidden

information [27].

All existing value functions evaluate full belief states [3, 4, 20, 28].

We investigate whether it is possible to address this limitation

and use a sparse belief state representation with particle value

function evaluations. We answer this question in the positive both

theoretically and empirically.

3 NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
We present our results using the formalism of factored-observation

stochastic games [15] which is a variant of partially observable

stochastic games [9] that distinguishes between private and public

observations. This distinction is important, as sound algorithms

that use decomposition in imperfect information games critically

rely on the notion of common/public information [5, 28].

A two-player zero-sum factored-observation stochastic game is

a tuple G = ⟨N ,W,𝑤𝑜 ,A,T ,R,O⟩, where:
• N = {1, 2} is a player set. We use symbol 𝑛 for a player

and -𝑛 for its opponent.

• W is a set of world states and 𝑤0 ∈ W is a designated

initial world state.

• A = A1 × A2 is a space of joint actions. The subsets

A𝑛 (𝑤) ⊂ A𝑛 and A(𝑤) = A1 (𝑤) × A2 (𝑤) ⊂ A specify

the (joint) actions legal at 𝑤 ∈ W. For 𝑎 ∈ A, we write

𝑎 = (𝑎1, 𝑎2). A𝑛 (𝑤) for 𝑛 ∈ N are either all non-empty or

all empty. A world state with no legal actions is terminal.
• After taking a (legal) joint action 𝑎 at 𝑤 , the transition
function T determines the next world state𝑤 ′

, drawn from

the probability distribution T (𝑤, 𝑎) ∈ Δ(W).
• R = (R1,R2) is the reward function, we consider the zero-

sum setting with R𝑛 (𝑤, 𝑎) = −R-𝑛 (𝑤, 𝑎) being the reward

for taking the joint action 𝑎 at𝑤 .

• O = (O
priv(1)

,O
priv(2)

,O
pub

) is the observation function,
where the functions O( ·) : W×A ×W → O( ·) specify the

private observation that player𝑛 receives, resp. the public
observation that every player receives, upon transitioning

from world state𝑤 to𝑤 ′
via some joint action 𝑎.

A legal world history (or trajectory) is a finite sequence ℎ =

(𝑤0, 𝑎0,𝑤1, 𝑎1, . . . ,𝑤𝑡 ), where𝑤𝑘 ∈ W, 𝑎𝑘 ∈ A(𝑤𝑘 ), and𝑤𝑘+1 ∈
W is in the support of T (𝑤𝑘 , 𝑎𝑘 ). We denote the set of all legal

histories by H .

Since the last world state in each ℎ ∈ H is uniquely defined, the

notation forW can be overloaded to work withH (e.g., A(ℎ) :=
A(the last𝑤 in ℎ), ℎ being terminal, ...). We use Z to denote the

set of all terminal histories, i.e. histories where the last world state

is terminal.

The cumulative reward of𝑛 atℎ is
∑𝑡−1
𝑘=0

𝑟𝑘𝑛 :=
∑𝑡−1
𝑘=0

R𝑛 (𝑤𝑘 , 𝑎𝑘 ).
When ℎ is a terminal history (denoted as 𝑧), cumulative rewards

are called utilities, and denoted as 𝑢𝑛 (𝑧). We assume games are

zero-sum, so 𝑢𝑛 (𝑧) = −𝑢-𝑛 (𝑧) ∀𝑧 ∈ Z.

Thepublic history (or public state) corresponding toℎ = (𝑤0, 𝑎0,

𝑤1, 𝑎1, . . . ,𝑤𝑡 ) is the observation sequence 𝑠
pub

(ℎ) := (𝑂0

pub
,𝑂1

pub
,

. . . ,𝑂𝑡
pub

) of all public observations corresponding to ℎ, where

𝑂𝑘
pub

= O
pub

(𝑤𝑘−1,

𝑎𝑘−1,𝑤𝑘 ) (and𝑂0

pub
is some initial observation). The space S

pub
of

all such sequences can be viewed as the public tree.
A player’s private information state corresponding to ℎ is

the sequence of the actions taken by the player and their private

observations: 𝑠
priv(n)

(ℎ) := (𝑂0

priv(n)
, 𝑎0𝑛,𝑂

1

priv(n)
, 𝑎1𝑛, . . . ,𝑂

𝑡
priv(n)

),
where 𝑂𝑘

priv(n)
= O

priv(n)
(𝑤𝑘−1, 𝑎𝑘−1,𝑤𝑘 ) (and 𝑂0

priv(n)
are some

initial observations). The set of all possible private infostates of

player 𝑛 is denoted S
priv(n)

. Those that can arise in a public 𝑠
pub

are

denoted S
priv(n)

(𝑠
pub

). Taken together, the public state and private

information state form the player’s information state (infostate)
𝑠𝑛 = (𝑠

pub
, 𝑠
priv(n)

). S𝑛 and S𝑛 (𝑠pub) are defined analogously to

S
priv(n)

and S
priv(n)

(𝑠
pub

).

Example 1. In the imperfect-information variant of card game Goof-
spiel, each player is given a deck of bid cards 1, . . . , 𝑁 and there is
a third deck of so-called point cards 1, . . . , 𝑁 . Each round, one of the
point cards is drawn face up, the players bid one of their remaining
bid cards (both at the same time), and the one with the higher bid wins
the point card (nobody wins it in case of a tie). However, players do
not learn the size of their opponent’s bid — instead, a referee publicly
announces who won the round (or whether the round was a tie). We
assume that the point cards are “auctioned” in decreasing order.

Formally, public observations are either “win”, “tie”, or “loss” (taken
from player 1’s point of view). As a result, the public tree in 𝑁 -
card Goofspiel is a depth-𝑁 ternary tree consisting of sequences of
win/tie/loss outcomes. Each round, a player privately observes which
cards they have left1 (a subset of {1, . . . , 𝑁 }) and submits an action
“bid 𝑘” for one of the remaining cards.

For example, suppose that 𝑁 = 3. If player 1 (PL1) bids 3 and PL2
bids 1, the resulting public observation is𝑂1

𝑝𝑢𝑏
= win, as PL1 won the

bidding with a higher card. Players then receive private observations
(1, 2) and (2, 3), resulting in private infostates (∅, bid 3, (1, 2)), resp.
(∅, bid 1, (2, 3)).

However, the public state 𝑠
pub

= win can also arise through
other play, if players bid 3 vs 2 or 2 vs 1. In this case, the sets of
infostates S

priv(1)
(𝑠
pub

), resp. S
priv(2)

(𝑠
pub

), compatible with the
public state 𝑠

pub
= (win) correspond to actions {bid 3, bid 2} for

PL1, resp. {bid 2, bid 1} for PL2. As the game progresses, the size of
S
priv(n)

(𝑠
pub

) increases exponentially.

1
The private observations are redundant since they can be inferred from past bid

actions. We include them for illustration.



Lemma 2. For Imperfect Information Goofspiel with 𝑁 cards, in any
depth 𝑘 , there is a public state with at least

𝑋 (𝑘) = 𝑁 !(𝑁 − 1)!
(𝑁 − 𝑘)!(𝑁 − 1 − 𝑘)!2𝑘

histories and at least 2
√
𝑋 (𝑘) distinct information states.

In the standard setup with 𝑁 = 13 cards, some public states

include over 5× 10
7
private information states. See Appendix A for

the proof and further details.

A strategy profile is a pair 𝜋 = (𝜋1, 𝜋2), where each (behav-

ioral) strategy 𝜋𝑛 : 𝑠𝑛 ∈ S𝑛 ↦→ 𝜋𝑛 (𝑠𝑛) ∈ Δ(A𝑛 (𝑠𝑛)) specifies
the probability distribution from which player 𝑛 draws their next

action (conditional on having information 𝑠𝑛). We denote the set of

all strategies of player 𝑛 as Π𝑛 and the set of all strategy profiles as

Π.
The reach probability of a history ℎ ∈ H under 𝜋 is defined

as 𝑃𝜋 (ℎ) = 𝑃𝜋
1
(ℎ) 𝑃𝜋

2
(ℎ) 𝑃𝜋𝑐 (ℎ), where each 𝑃𝜋𝑛 (ℎ) is a product of

probabilities of the actions taken by player 𝑛 between the root

and ℎ, and 𝑃𝜋𝑐 (ℎ) is the product of stochastic transitions. The ex-
pected utility for player 𝑛 of a strategy profile 𝜋 is 𝑢𝑛 (𝜋) =∑
𝑧∈Z 𝑃𝜋 (𝑧)𝑢𝑛 (𝑧). A profile 𝜋★ is a Nash equilibrium (or just

equilibrium) if no player can achieve a higher expected utility by

switching to a different strategy. Formally, (∀𝑛 ∈ N) : 𝑢𝑛 (𝜋★) ≥
max𝜋𝑛 ∈Π𝑛

𝑢𝑛 (𝜋𝑛, 𝜋★-𝑛). For zero-sum games, equilibria can be found

using the following equation, typically solved by linear program-

ming: [14, 21]

max

𝜋1∈Π1

min

𝜋2∈Π1

𝑢1 (𝜋1, 𝜋2) := 𝑢★. (1)

Public belief states (PBS) [3, 20] generalize the notion of scalar
“state value” to imperfect-information games. It is a generalization

similar to belief states in POMDPs [1], i.e a conditional distribution

of the current state given the history of observations and actions.

However, in imperfect-information games, we need to condition

on beliefs of both player for all infostates. Decomposition of the

game into public states allows us to limit the number of infostates

for which we need to maintain beliefs: the public observations

guarantee that infostates are closed under a relation of indistin-

guishability [34]. However, we cannot generally reduce the amount

of considered infostates further, as doing so could prevent the val-

ues from being properly defined [28]. Therefore, a public belief
state (PBS) in a factored-observation stochastic game is triplet

𝛽 = (𝑠
pub

, 𝑏1, 𝑏2), where 𝑏𝑛 ∈ ΔS
priv(n)

(𝑠
pub

) are non-normalized

player beliefs. For a specific policy 𝜋 , the belief 𝑏𝑛 is equivalent

to the {𝑃𝜋𝑛 (𝑠𝑛) | 𝑠𝑛 ∈ S𝑛 (𝑠pub)} where 𝑃𝜋𝑛 (𝑠𝑛) is a player belief
for the particular infostate 𝑠𝑛 . We call the tuple 𝑏 = (𝑏1, 𝑏2) simply

beliefs.
A subgame G(𝛽) rooted in the PBS 𝛽 = (𝑠

pub
, 𝑏) is defined like

the original factored-observation stochastic game G, except that
the initial world state emulates the distribution and infostates cor-

responding to 𝑏 [15]. Just as in perfect-information subgames, the

value of G(𝛽) does not depend on anything (strategies, observa-

tions, etc.) that came before the root PBS. Subgames can be thus

solved independently from other parts of the whole game [3]. This

allows us to define the (non-normalized) expected utility of a

PBS as
2

𝑢𝑛 (𝛽) =
∑

ℎ∈H(𝑠pub (𝛽))
𝑃𝜋 (ℎ)𝑢𝜋

★

𝑛 (ℎ), (2)

where 𝜋★ is an equilibrium policy in the subgame rooted at 𝛽 .

Moreover, this value can be calculated recursively, in a way that

can be viewed as an extension of the standard minimax algorithm

from perfect information games that uses an oracle value function

for the leaf evaluation:

Lemma 3. The max-min optimization (1) can be recursively decom-
posed using the formula

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠pub, 𝑏) = max

𝜋1 |S
1
(𝑠
pub

)
min

𝜋2 |S
2
(𝑠
pub

)

∑
𝑠′
pub

∈succ(𝑠pub)
𝑢𝑛 (𝑠 ′

pub
, ˜𝑏),

where ˜𝑏 denotes the belief obtained via a Bayesian update of 𝑏 using
the policy 𝜋 |S(𝑠pub) and succ(𝑠pub) are successor public states of 𝑠pub.

The recursive decomposition of Lemma 3 has been used for iter-

ative approximation of equilibria using regret minimization [5, 20].

As the games we typically solve are large (with largest variants of

Poker having 10
160

states) online algorithms have been used [3, 20].

They rely on function approximation to compute the counterfactual

value constraints for each player for each infostate in a given PBS.

Finally, the term 𝑢𝑛 (𝛽) can be viewed as a value function that

assigns a single value to each public state (for a fixed policy). How-

ever, in practice, most algorithms use value functions where we

have one value for each infostate [20, 28]. Fortunately, [3, The-

orem 1] reconciles these seemingly incompatible approaches by

proving that the infostate-based values correspond precisely to the

(sub)gradients of the public-state-based values. This suggests that

infostate values can be approximately computed when one only

has access to the public-state based value function. In the follow-

ing text, we can, therefore, use these two types of values mostly

interchangeably.

In particular, when training approximate value functions, we

can assume that we use a training set of the form 𝑇𝑆 ⊂ {(𝛽𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 ) |
𝛽𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑣𝑖 ∈ R𝑆1 (𝑠pub (𝑥𝑖 ))∪𝑆2 (𝑠pub (𝑥𝑖 )) } where 𝐵 is the set of public
belief states 𝛽 in the game and targets 𝑣𝑖 are counterfactual val-

ues for each infostate 𝑠𝑛 for each player 𝑛 within the public state

𝑠
pub

(𝛽𝑖 ). The training set is either incrementally updated through

self-play [3] or statically generated based on random sampling of

beliefs [20, 28].

4 VALUE FUNCTIONS
While all the value functions appearing in the literature so far

used positional encoding of infostates, it is also possible to use

“non-positional” value functions, which avoid this. In this section,

we contrast positional and non-positional value functions. To con-

struct the latter type of a value function, we explain how to encode

information about the game using features.

2
Strictly speaking, the right-hand side of (2) should only use𝑏, rather than 𝜋 . However,

𝑃𝜋
𝑛 (𝑠𝑛) uniquely determines𝑃𝜋

𝑛 (ℎ) , so the right-hand side of (2) actually only depends
on 𝑏.



4.1 Encoding using Features
In the previous section, we gave a “mathematical” description of

value functions — it assumed that infostates were elements of an

abstract set. To find a description that would be more suitable for

encoding via a neural network, we use the concept of features.
These will allow for more compact indexing and better generaliza-

tion. Formally, we assume that each observation consist of a set of

elementary observations, where each elementary observation is

a pair 𝑜 = (𝑓 , 𝑥) where 𝑓 is a name of some feature and 𝑥 is the

current value of that feature. While the value 𝑥 is usually some-

thing game-specific, we typically encode it using a real number

or a vector. Additionally, we will assume that the same is true of

actions.

Armed with the concept of features, we can encode public states

and infostates as vectors. Suppose we want to describe the situation

at the start of the 𝐷-th round of the game. We can denote by 𝐹𝑑 =

𝐹𝑑
priv(1)

∪ 𝐹𝑑
priv(2)

∪ 𝐹𝑑
pub

the set of elementary features that can

plausibly be observed on the transition between the (𝑑 − 1)-th
and 𝑑-th round (i.e., they appear as part of some public or private

observation received at the start of the 𝑑-th round, or as part of

an action taken in (𝑑 − 1)-th round). We call these the imperfect
recall features (for round𝑑). By putting the features from different

rounds together, we obtain the perfect recall features (for round

𝐷): 𝐹 ≤𝐷 :=
·⋃
𝑑≤𝐷𝐹

𝑑
(where the

·⋃
denotes disjoint union). Using

this notation, every public state in depth 𝐷 can be encoded as an

element of Π
𝑓 ∈𝐹 ≤𝐷

pub

𝑋𝑓 and every private infostate can be encoded

as an element of Π
𝑓 ∈𝐹 ≤𝐷

priv(n)

𝑋𝑓 . In the simplest (but common) case

where all𝑋𝑓 are equal toR, we thus encode public states and private

infostates as real-valued vectors of length |𝐹 ≤𝐷
pub

|, resp. |𝐹 ≤𝐷
priv(n)

|. (To
deal with features that are not defined in a particular state, we can

pad the missing values by zeroes or some other unused value [28].)

Note that in perfect information games like Chess, while tech-

nically it is possible to use perfect recall public features, they are

redundant as in these games the value function does not depend

on the history of play. Instead, imperfect recall public features
are used to represent the current world state (i.e. the chessboard).

When there are known symmetries in the game with respect to the

value of the state (such as rotational board symmetry in Go), these

features can be simplified evenmore to save redundant computation

for learning.

In a similar spirit, such simplifications can be done also in im-

perfect information games. For example, note that in some games

(like Poker) the private observation features (i.e. hand cards) do

not change throughout the game. This makes indexing based on

perfect recall unnecessarily large since for each additional public

action in the game we extend the private feature sequence with the

same observation. In this case, we can use domain knowledge of

the problem and construct imperfect recall private features for
the hand cards.

Finally, while this encoding can be used in any domain, doing so

might decrease the expressive power of the value function, making

it impossible to find a good approximation. For example, in Goof-

spiel, using imperfect recall features would mean that the value

function would not “remember” the order in which the player used

their cards. On the other hand, training such a value function will

typically be computationally less expensive, so the trade-off can be

worth making.

4.2 Positional Value Functions
As we saw in the previous section, when computing value functions

in imperfect information games, we need the public state and the

belief 𝑏 over all infostates S
priv(1)

(𝑠
pub

) ∪ S
priv(2)

(𝑠
pub

) as input.
And as an output, we use one value for each of these infostates.

Typically, these value functions are learned using some neural

network with parameters \ , using the training set described in the

previous section. For games where the number of private infostates

is small or constant (such as Poker), we can have a designated

input and output neuron for each infostate 𝑠 ∈ S
priv(n)

(𝑠
pub

) — we

call such value networks positional. The easiest way to design

such a network would be to use |S
priv(1)

(𝑠
pub

) ∪ S
priv(2)

(𝑠
pub

) | + 1

input neurons and |S
priv(1)

(𝑠
pub

) ∪ S
priv(2)

(𝑠
pub

) | output neurons.
Indeed, to encode the training set, we would fix an enumeration

of public states and private infostates and encode each datapoint

(𝑠
pub

, 𝑏, 𝑣) as (the enumeration of 𝑠
pub

, reach probability of 1st

infostate, reach probability of 2nd infostate, ...) on input and (value

of 1st infostate, value of 2nd infostate, ...) on the output. In practice,

it is advantageous to encode the public state not as a single number

but rather using its features as described in Section 4.1. All existing

value functions in the literature are either exactly of this form or

very similar — we call them positional value functions [3, 4, 20, 28].
We formalize this by saying that 𝑣 is a positional value func-

tion if it depends on a public state and a full belief (i.e., a vector
𝑏 ∈ RSpriv(1)

(𝑠pub)∪Spriv(2)
(𝑠pub)

) as input and output a full vector of in-
fostate values (i.e., 𝑣 (𝑏) ∈ RSpriv(1)

(𝑠pub)∪Spriv(2)
(𝑠pub)

). In contrast, the

next section will discuss non-positional value functions which
accept a public state 𝑠

pub
and a sparse belief (i.e., a vector 𝑏 ′ ∈ 𝑅𝑆′

defined on some subset 𝑆 ′ of S
priv(1)

(𝑠
pub

) ∪S
priv(2)

(𝑠
pub

)) as input
and output a sparse vector of infostate values (i.e., 𝑣 (𝑏 ′) ∈ 𝑅𝑆′ ).

We saw that positional value functions are straightforward to

construct. Unfortunately, even when we use domain-specific sim-

plifications, the number of infostates can grow exponentially in

games like GoofSpiel or DarkChess. (Indeed, in 𝑁 -card GoofSpiel,

the encoding contains all possible card subsets

(𝑁
𝑘

)
after 𝑘 bids. In

DarkChess, players take a combinatorially large number of secret

moves.) Since this translates into exponentially large inputs and

outputs to the function approximator, using positional value func-

tions is simply not feasible in these games. This motivates the use

of particle value functions.

5 PARTICLE VALUE FUNCTIONS
In this section we introduce particle value functions, a novel neu-
ral network model for non-positional value functions. Motivated

by the empirical evidence that equilibrium policies have small sup-

ports in many games (see Related Work), we design a model that

can take an arbitrary subset of player beliefs for some public belief

state and run regression to target infostate values, individually for

each infostate. We show that if the model is sufficiently large, there

exists a parametrization that represents a function identical to the

positional value function. In the experiments, we show that the

model can learn parameters that have similar or better performance

than the corresponding positional value function.



5.1 Particle-Based Algorithm
We designed the particle value function with the intention of use

in particle-based algorithms, similarly to how function approxi-

mation is used in POMDPs [35]. The algorithm is used both for

incremental generation of the training set as well as an equilibrium

approximation within public states reached during online play.

The algorithm keeps track of the current public state 𝑠
pub

and

maintains a subset𝐻 ∈ H (𝑠
pub

) of representative histories – called

particles – in 𝑠
pub

. For each player, the algorithm maintains the

reach probabilities 𝑃𝜋𝑛 (ℎ) for all particles ℎ ∈ 𝐻 . When an infostate

𝑠𝑛 is compatible with some of the particles 𝐻 (𝑠𝑛) := {ℎ | 𝑠𝑛 (ℎ) =
𝑠𝑛 ∀ℎ ∈ 𝐻 }, we assume that its reach probability is equal to the sum

over the individual reach probabilities 𝑃𝜋𝑛 (𝑠𝑛) =
∑
ℎ∈𝐻 (𝑠𝑛) 𝑃

𝜋
𝑛 (ℎ) .

And, as an approximation, we assume that if no such particle exists,

the reach probability is equal to zero. This yields (approximate)

beliefs 𝑏 corresponding to 𝜋 at 𝑠
pub

. As a result, the particles 𝐻

induce a well-defined PBS 𝛽 = (𝑠
pub

, 𝑏).
We then proceed similarly as in [3] to learn the value function

via self-play. At each move, we approximate equilibrium cf. values

in the current 𝛽 . Instead of storing full beliefs for the successor

states succ(𝑠
pub

(𝛽)), we sample a new set of representative particles

for those states. In online play, the actions of the opponent are

not observed and we can reach an infostate or a public state not

covered by the particles. To ensure we maintain a constant-sized

representative sample, we can use particle regeneration [31], which

can be done similarly as in [25, 29].

While in this paper we train the value functions based on a

training set 𝑇𝑆 , we do no use them in the particle algorithm. We

leave this for future work, as we are interested in analysis whether

it is possible to use a trained particle value function practically, as

this is a prerequisite for the full particle algorithm.

5.2 Particle Value Function Architecture
The particle value function uses sparse beliefs 𝑏 ′ (a subset of full
beliefs) as inputs for approximation of the target cf. values. It is a

set function, which is a relatively non-standard function to learn

using machine learning.

To enable the use of arbitrary subset of beliefs, we use addition

of (transformed) inputs as proposed in [22, 36]. Even though the ad-

dition operation is very simple, architectures based on it have been

proven to be universal approximators for any set functions [36].

Empirically it performs surprisingly well in a number of applied

problems [6, 8, 24]. The addition causes the model to be permuta-

tionally invariant with respect to the order of the inputs and we

do not need to use the positional encoding as existing methods.

This saves the costly generation of the set of all possible private

features, as we will use only private features for the currently eval-

uated infostates. Also, it makes the particle value function smaller

compared to the positional one, as we do not need to encode expo-

nentially large inputs. The inputs are rather expressed in terms of

game-specific features for the infostates and player belief for those

infostates. Finally, to avoid doing any positional encoding for the

output as well, we use a projection operation to compute a target

cf. value for individual infostates.

We will now describe the proposed particle value function 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟

in detail, see also Figure 1 . 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 (𝑠pub, 𝑏 ′, 𝑠𝑛) : Spub
×R𝑆′ × 𝑆 → R

Figure 1: The architecture of the particle value function. The
blocks “change basis” and “regression” can be implemented
arbitrarily. All the “change basis” blocks share the same pa-
rameters \𝑐𝑏 . The “regression” block uses parameters \𝑟 .

is parametrized with \𝑝𝑎𝑟 = (\𝑐𝑏 , \𝑟 ). The function takes as input

public state 𝑠
pub

∈ S
pub

, sparse belief𝑏 ′ ∈ R𝑆′ and a target infostate
𝑠𝑛 ∈ 𝑆 ′ for which a scalar cf. value should be computed.

We use the training set 𝑇𝑆 and use samples (𝛽𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 ) ∈ 𝑇𝑆 . So
far, we described the particle value function in terms of elements

of abstract sets, but we typically realize these functions as neural

networks, for which we need to make create specific inputs 𝒙𝑖 and
outputs 𝒚𝑖 based on features. Thus we describe how to construct

(𝒙𝑖 ,𝒚𝑖 ) for a given (𝛽𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 ).
For (possibly sparse) beliefs 𝑏 (𝛽𝑖 ) with size 𝐾 = |𝑏 (𝛽𝑖 ) |, we

can construct inputs 𝒙𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ (1, . . . , 𝐾) for each infostate 𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 ∈

S1 (𝑠pub) ∪ S1 (𝑠pub). An individual infostate 𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 is then encoded

as 𝒙𝑖, 𝑗 =
[
𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗

]
. The player belief input 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 is 𝑃𝜋𝑛 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗𝑛 ), re-

marked for indexing purposes, for the infostate 𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 . The feature

input 𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗 =

[
𝒇 𝑖
pub

𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗
priv(n)

𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗𝑛

]
uses public features 𝒇 𝑖

pub
for

𝑠
pub

, private features 𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗
priv(n)

for 𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 , and an additional feature 𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗𝑛

for the index of the player 𝑛 playing at 𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 . The feature input is

transformed via “change basis” (parametrized by \𝑐𝑏 ) into a “base”

𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 = change basis(𝒇 𝑖, 𝑗 ). Then 𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 is multiplied with player be-

lief input 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 to get a “base coordinate” 𝒄𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 . The in-

dividual 𝒄𝑖, 𝑗 are grouped together using the addition operation

𝒄𝑖 =
∑

𝑗 𝒄
𝑖, 𝑗

which we call context. Intuitively, the context rep-

resents the (now possibly compressed) beliefs 𝑏 (𝛽𝑖 ). We take the

context 𝒄𝑖 , concatenate it with 𝒇 𝑖
pub

and obtain �̂�𝑖
pos

=

[
𝒄𝑖 𝒇 𝑖

pub

]
that we pass through “regression” (parametrized by \𝑟 ) to compute

�̂�𝑖
pos

= regression(�̂�𝑖
pos

).
Finally, we use inner product ⟨�̂�𝑖

pos
, 𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 ⟩ = 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 to compute pro-

jection𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 , the target regressed cf. value of player𝑛 for the infostate

𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 . We also considered other architecture variants to compute the

outputs, such as concatenation of �̂�𝑖, 𝑗
pos

=
[
𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 �̂�𝑖

pos

]
instead of

the projection (see Appendix C for details). In Figure 2 we show

that the variant which uses the projection can efficiently learn

the unique solution, unlike the concatenation, for the following

example of learning linear targets.

5.3 Learning Linear Targets
We called the individual components “change basis”, “base”, “base

coordinate” and “regression” with these suggestive names, because
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Figure 2: Comparison of various architectures for solving
the linear regression task with 𝑛 = 10. The baseline linear
model trained on 𝑇𝑆 (Appendix D) quickly reaches low loss
and eventually underflows machine float precision to zero.
We learn the particlemodel variants on the training set with
features 𝑇𝑆𝐹 (Appendix D). The variant with output projec-
tions takes longer to learn but eventually reaches a very low
loss of 10−13. While there exist solutions for the concatena-
tion variant (Appendix C), they are hard to learn. The train-
ing can be even unstable, and the loss sometimes jumps sev-
eral orders of magnitude.

this is exactly what they represent in the case of learning targets 𝒚
that depend linearly on inputs 𝒙 , i.e. 𝒚 = A𝒙 with A ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 and

𝒙,𝒚 ∈ R𝑛 . In Appendix D, we analyze this special case, as it gives

insight into representation power of particle value functions and

how they can achieve belief compression [26].

Consider what happens if rank(A) =𝑚 < 𝑛, i.e.A is not full rank

and it has some zero eigenvalues. Then it means that only an appro-

priate subset of inputs is needed to learn A [23]. This is analogous

to using principal component analysis [12] to find a subspace with

sparse beliefs: this method has been used for belief compression

in POMDPs [26]. As equilibria often have small supports, belief

compression over a small set of particles is therefore also viable for

public belief states.

5.4 Particle Value Functions Can Represent
Positional Value Functions

The intuition behind learning linear targets using the particle value

function is also useful for understanding the proof of the following

theorem. Proof is in the Appendix E.

Theorem 4. For any positional value function 𝑓\𝑝𝑜𝑠 , parametrized
by \𝑝𝑜𝑠 , there exists a particle value function 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 , parametrized by
\𝑝𝑎𝑟 , such that 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 (𝑠pub, 𝑏) (𝑠priv(n)) = 𝑓\𝑝𝑜𝑠 (𝑠pub, 𝑏) (𝑠priv(n)) for
each 𝛽 ∈ 𝐵, 𝛽 = (𝑠

pub
, 𝑏) and 𝑠𝑛 ∈ S1 (𝑠pub) ∪ S2 (𝑠pub).

6 EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, we evaluate value functions (VF) on two do-

mains: Leduc Poker [33] and imperfect-information GoofSpiel with

𝑁 = 5 cards. The error of equilibrium approximation within the

depth-limited subgames is computed using trunk exploitability [28].

Full experiments details are in Appendix F.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the positional and particle value
functions during training of the neural networks.

First, we show empirically that the particle VF is able to learn

a value approximation that results in similar or better trunk ex-

ploitability as the positional VF. In Figure 3 we plot trunk ex-

ploitability and mean square error loss as a function of training

iterations of the neural networks. The model parameters are trained

to minimize the MSE loss between the predictions and targets from

the training set 𝑇𝑆 . The functions are then used to predict the cf.

values for leaf infostates of the depth-limited subgame and are used

within 100 inner loop iterations of CFR+. We compute the trunk

exploitability 2048 times during the training which corresponds to

155 and 932 epochs over the training sets. The plots are averages

over 10 runs with differently randomized training sets and neural

network parameters.

Both architectures are trained on exactly the same canonical

data𝑇𝑆 , so the evaluations can be directly compared. Initially, both

the MSE loss and the trunk exploitability improves faster for the

positional VF. However, the particle VF matches the exploitabil-

ity of positional VF after ≈ 11 and ≈ 134 epochs. When the full

training is over, the particle VF produces strategies with a slightly

lower exploitability within a factor of 0.1, in spite of the MSE loss

being several orders of magnitude worse than the loss of the po-

sitional VF. While it has been shown that the loss correlates with

exploitability and hence loss minimization can be treated as a sur-

rogate problem [20, 28], the relation has not been shown to be

linear. We speculate that the particle VF has inductive biases which

produce cf. values that are more helpful for the CFR+ iterations in

the depth-limited subgame.

Finally, we show that using the particle VF with a well-selected

subset of histories allows for depth-limited solving of a sparsified

depth-limited look-ahead tree. We compute an equilibrium 𝜋★ for

the whole game and let players use it to play a small number of

moves (3 in Leduc and 2 in GoofSpiel). We collect all the histories

𝐻 that are within the belief supports of 𝜋★ and use a fraction of

them to build sparsified depth-limited look-ahead trees.

In Figure 4 we take a trained particle VF and show that trunk

exploitability degrades gracefully with the fraction of histories in

𝐻 selected based on their reach probability under 𝜋★. We fix the
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Figure 4: Trunk exploitability evaluated on sparse trunks
built with fractions of root histories (particles), averaged
over 10 runs. The vertical bars indicate the standard devi-
ation. As we select smaller fractions of particles, the perfor-
mance degrades gracefully. The left-most points with small-
est fractions corresponds to using a single particle (in Goof-
Spiel) or two particles (in Leduc). The horizontal bar in the
Leduc plot shows the exploitability of a fully uniform strat-
egy. We omit this information for II GoofSpiel from the fig-
ure – its value is 0.42, ≈ 3.5 times higher than the single-
history exploitability.

strategy for the non-selected infostates as uniform for the evalu-

ation. We find that it is possible to compute a strategy with low

trunk exploitability even when using a fraction of histories from

the beliefs support. This implies that the particle VF can be used

within the full particle algorithm even when the set of particles is

smaller the supports.

7 CONCLUSION
We introduced a novel neural network architecture, called particle

value function, that can approximate counterfactual values used

for iterative Nash equilibrium approximation. Unlike the current

method, positional value functions, which must use full beliefs for

inputs, particle value functions accept arbitrary subsets of beliefs.

We proved that particle value functions are at least as expressive as

positional value functions. We empirically demonstrated that when

provided with the full belief, particle value functions sometimes

even outperform the positional ones.

Our main focus is on the situations, where using the full belief

is impossible because of its size. We show that in that case, using

only the particles with non-zero reach probability still leads to

near-optimal play. Moreover, further reduction of the number of

considered particles gracefully reduces the quality of the computed

strategies. In Imperfect Information Goofspiel with 5 cards, only

the 30% histories visited with the highest probability are sufficient

to achieve practically the same exploitability as using the full belief.

The particle value function can be used to approximate equilib-

rium strategies in the full game, similarly to how it has been done

for the positional value function. However, using particle value

functions dramatically expands the class of games where limited

look-ahead game solving methods are applicable, as many games

have public states, which are prohibitively large for evaluation by

positional value functions. Additionally, the proposed architecture

can also be used for the single-agent version of the problem (i.e.,

POMDPs), and it can also be extended to continuous action spaces

in both POMDPs and FOSGs.
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A SIZE OF PUBLIC STATES
Lemma 2. For Imperfect Information Goofspiel with 𝑁 cards, in any
depth 𝑘 , there is a public state with at least

𝑋 (𝑘) = 𝑁 !(𝑁 − 1)!
(𝑁 − 𝑘)!(𝑁 − 1 − 𝑘)!2𝑘

histories and at least 2
√
𝑋 (𝑘) distinct information states.

Proof. The proof is by a repeated application of the pigeonhole

principle. First we count all histories in depth 𝑘 without any draws.

The first player can choose any sequence of 𝑘 out of 𝑁 cards. The

second player can choose any of his remaining cards, with the

exception of the card selected by player 1.

𝑛𝑜𝑛𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤 (𝑘) = 𝑁 !

(𝑁 − 𝑘)!
(𝑁 − 1)!

(𝑁 − 1 − 𝑘)!
All these non-draw histories must fall to one of the public states

without any draw in the history of public observations and there

are 2
𝑘
of them in depth 𝑘 . Hence, there is at least one public state

with

𝑋 (𝑘) = 𝑁 !(𝑁 − 1)!
(𝑁 − 𝑘)!(𝑁 − 1 − 𝑘)!2𝑘

histories.

Furthermore, we realise that each pair of the histories counted

above must be distinguishable by at least one of the players. This

is because each history is uniquely identified only by the cards

played by both players. Now assume that player 1 partitions the

𝑋 (𝑘) histories in the public state into𝑚 information sets. Then the

largest information set will include at least
𝑋 (𝑘)
𝑚 histories. Since

player 2 must be able to tell all these histories apart, she has to have

at least
𝑋 (𝑘)
𝑚 information sets. Therefore, the number of information

sets of both players is at least

𝑌 (𝑚) =𝑚 + 𝑋 (𝑘)
𝑚

.

This value is minimised if𝑚 =
√
𝑋 (𝑘), when 𝑌 (𝑚) = 2

√
𝑋 (𝑘). □

For example in Imperfect Information Goofspiel with the stan-

dard number of 13 cards, the number of histories and information

sets is shown in Table 1

B RECURSIVE MAX-MIN OPTIMIZATION
Lemma 3. The max-min optimization (1) can be recursively decom-
posed using the formula

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠pub, 𝑏) = max

𝜋1 |S
1
(𝑠
pub

)
min

𝜋2 |S
2
(𝑠
pub

)

∑
𝑠′
pub

∈succ(𝑠pub)
𝑢𝑛 (𝑠 ′

pub
, ˜𝑏),

where ˜𝑏 denotes the belief obtained via a Bayesian update of 𝑏 using
the policy 𝜋 |S(𝑠pub) and succ(𝑠pub) are successor public states of 𝑠pub.

Proof. The base case is a terminal PBS 𝛽⊥, where the 𝑠pub (𝛽⊥)
is terminal, i.e. all histories ℎ that have an observation sequence

𝑠
pub

(𝛽⊥) (ℎ) are terminal. The utility 𝑢𝑛 (𝛽⊥) depends only on the

beliefs of the players, the players have no choice between actions

and they simply receive a scalar utility which is minimax optimal.

The value of 𝑢𝑛 (𝛽) = 𝑢𝑛 (𝑠𝑑
pub

, 𝑏1, 𝑏2) of a non-terminal 𝑠𝑑
pub

(𝛽)
at depth 𝑑 with a set of successor states 𝑠𝑑+1

pub
∈ succ(𝑠𝑑

pub
(𝛽)) at

depth 𝑑 + 1 can be written as

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠𝑑
pub

, 𝑏1, 𝑏2) = max

𝜋𝑑
1

min

𝜋𝑑
2

∑
𝑠𝑑+1
pub

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠𝑑+1
pub

, 𝑏1 ⊗ 𝜋𝑑1 , 𝑏2 ⊗ 𝜋
𝑑
2
),

where we used the symbol ⊗ to denote succintly the Bayesian

beliefs update for the successor public states between the depths 𝑑

and 𝑑 + 1.

The induction step expands the summation of expected utilities

to depth 𝑑 + 2:

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠𝑑
pub

, 𝑏1, 𝑏2)

=max

𝜋𝑑
1

min

𝜋𝑑
2

∑
𝑠𝑑+1
pub

max

𝜋𝑑+1
1

min

𝜋𝑑+1
2

∑
𝑠𝑑+2
pub

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠𝑑+2
pub

, 𝑏1 ⊗ 𝜋𝑑1 ⊗ 𝜋𝑑+1
1

, 𝑏2 ⊗ 𝜋𝑑2 ⊗ 𝜋𝑑+1
2

)

=max

𝜋𝑑
1

min

𝜋𝑑
2

∑
𝑠𝑑+1
pub

∑
𝑠𝑑+2
pub

𝑢𝑛 (𝑠𝑑+2
pub

, 𝑏1 ⊗ 𝜋𝑑1 , 𝑏2 ⊗ 𝜋
𝑑
2
)

= max

𝜋1 |S
1
(𝑠
pub

)
min

𝜋2 |S
2
(𝑠
pub

)

∑
𝑠′
pub

∈succ(𝑠pub)
𝑢𝑛 (𝑠 ′

pub
, ˜𝑏),

where we used the minimax property [21] to swap out the terms

as follows (we omit some notation for clarity):

max

𝑑
min

𝑑

∑
𝑑+1

max

𝑑+1
min

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

= max

𝑑
min

𝑑
max

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+1

min

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

=max

𝑑
min

𝑑
max

𝑑+1
min

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

= min

𝑑
max

𝑑
max

𝑑+1
min

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

=min

𝑑
max

𝑑
min

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

= max

𝑑
min

𝑑
min

𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

=max

𝑑
min

𝑑

∑
𝑑+1

∑
𝑑+2

.

Finally, in the root PBS 𝛽∅ all beliefs 𝑏 are equal to 1, as it’s the

start of the game, and the 𝑢1 (𝛽∅) = 𝑢★, i.e. the result of the original
problem (1). □

C ARCHITECTURE VARIANTS
Let us investigate architecture variants for the particle value func-

tion by using the linear regression example. While we used an

inner product to compute individual outputs 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 , there are other

natural choices. For example, we could use a concatenation �̂�𝑖, 𝑗
pos

=[
𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 �̂�𝑖

pos

]
, regressed to compute 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 through a new block “pro-

jection regression” , parametrized with \𝑝𝑟 and thus augmenting

\𝑝𝑎𝑟 with new set of parameters. However the concatenation re-

quires the use of RELUs within the “projection regression” to find

a solution with zero loss (for the regression task), so the function is

no longer linear and there may be local optima that are not global.

When we tried experimentally to learn the proposed particle

model with either projection or the concatenation, we found that

it is hard even for this simple problem and the loss plateaus at

10
−3
. If we use two layers of RELU neurons instead of just one,

the loss is smaller, but still significantly worse than our proposed

projection operation. Additionally, the training is also unstable: the

loss occasionally jumps several orders of magnitude. See Figure 2

for details.



Depth 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Histories 1 78 5148 283140 1.3e7 4.6e8 1.3e10 2.7e11 4.0e12 4.0e13 2.4e14 7.3e14 7.3e14

Info. sets 2 17.66 144 1064 7139 42834 2.2e5 1.0e6 4.0e6 1.3e7 3.1e7 5.4e7 5.4e7

Table 1: The lower bound on the number of histories and information sets in the largest public state of Imperfect Information
Goofspiel with 13 cards.

bi,j yi
pos

^

1 0 0 0.2 1.3 -0.6
Index m

Index n

w1,4=B w4,4=1

b4=-B b5=-B b6=-B

yi,j=0.2

∑

RELU

Linear 

∑ ∑ ∑

0
∑

0
∑

0
∑

B+0.2 1.3 -0.6

Figure 5: An alternative architecture for computing the indi-
vidual outputs 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 uses concatenation of the “base” 𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 and
“regressed values” �̂�𝑖pos as input. We show there exists a so-
lution for one layer of fully connected RELU neurons with
one additional output neuron as a summation. The weights
of RELU neurons are 𝑤𝑚,𝑛 ,𝑚,𝑛 ∈ (1, . . . , 𝐼 ) where input size
𝐼 is 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑏 + 𝐼𝑦 = |𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 | + |�̂�𝑖pos |. The solution critically relies
on a large constant 𝐵 > 0 that ensures that we can copy in-
put, at position as indicated in the one-hot encoded 𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 , to
the output. The constant 𝐵 must be larger than any possible
input. The selection is done by setting weights 𝑤𝑘−𝐼𝑏 ,𝑘 = 𝐵

and 𝑤𝑘,𝑘 = 1 and biases 𝑏𝑘 = −𝐵 with ∀𝑘 ∈ {𝐼𝑏 + 1, . . . , 𝐼 }.
The weights for the output neuron 𝑤out are all 1. All other
weights and biases are zero.

D LEARNING LINEAR TARGETS
Consider a standard regression problem of learning a linear func-

tion 𝑓\𝑟 (𝒙), parametrized by \𝑟 ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 , i.e. 𝑓\𝑟 is a single fully

connected layer of 𝑛 perceptron with a linear activation function.

The function 𝑓\𝑟 correponds to the positional value function in this

example. (We set the features 𝑓
pub

as empty.)

The training set is 𝑇𝑆 = {(𝒙𝑖 ,𝒚𝑖 ) ∈ X × Y | 𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐿}},
where the inputs 𝒙𝑖 ∈ R𝑛 are some random points and the tar-

gets 𝒚𝑖 = A𝒙𝑖 are generated based on some unknown matrix

A ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 we would like to learn. If X =
[
𝒙1,⊤ . . . 𝒙𝐿,⊤

]
∈

R𝐿×𝑛 has rank(X) = 𝑛 we can learn A using linear regression as

argmin\𝑟 ∈R𝑛×𝑛
𝑓\𝑟 (X) − Y

2
2
.

We’d like to solve the linear regression task with a particle value

function 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 . As before, \𝑝𝑎𝑟 = (\𝑐𝑏 , \𝑟 ). We use \𝑐𝑏 ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 , also
a single fully connected layer of 𝑛 perceptron with linear activation

function. We will construct a derived training set 𝑇𝑆𝐹 for the parti-

cle value function, which will add “features” to each of the inputs

and transform them into a set (represented by a matrix).

The derived training set is 𝑇𝑆𝐹 = {(𝐹 (𝒙𝑖 ),𝐺 (𝒚𝑖 )) | (𝒙𝑖 ,𝒚𝑖 ) ∈
𝑇𝑆} where feature augmentation 𝐹 : R𝑛 → R𝑛×(𝑛+1) and target

augmentation 𝐺 : R𝑛 → R𝑛×𝑛 are defined as

𝐹 (𝑷𝑖 ) =
[
𝑷𝑖 𝒇 𝑖

]
=
[
𝑷𝑖 I

]
and

𝐺 (𝒚𝒊) =
[
𝒚𝒊 𝒚𝒊 . . . 𝒚𝒊

]
,

where I is identity matrix.

For the particle value function we solve the regression

argmin

\𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∈R𝑛×𝑛×R𝑛×𝑛

𝐿∑
𝑖=1

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 (𝒙𝑖 , 𝑗) −𝒚𝑖, 𝑗
2
2

,

where samples (𝒙𝑖 ,𝒚𝑖 ) ∈ 𝑇𝑆𝐹 . As the function 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 is a linear

combination of linear functions there is a single local optimum for

the optimization task. The solution is trivially \𝑐𝑏 = I and \𝑟 = A.
Moreover, if feature augmentation 𝐹 used a regular matrix T ∈

R𝑛×𝑛 instead of identity I, the solution can still be found with

\𝑐𝑏 = T−1 as the inverse will change the basis appropriately to

I = TT−1. This shows that the names given to the each of the blocks

of the particle value function can be indeed interpreted as basic

constructs from linear algebra.

E REPRESENTATION POWER OF PARTICLE
VALUE FUNCTIONS

Theorem 4. For any positional value function 𝑓\𝑝𝑜𝑠 , parametrized
by \𝑝𝑜𝑠 , there exists a particle value function 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 , parametrized by
\𝑝𝑎𝑟 , such that 𝑓\𝑝𝑎𝑟 (𝑠pub, 𝑏) (𝑠priv(n)) = 𝑓\𝑝𝑜𝑠 (𝑠pub, 𝑏) (𝑠priv(n)) for
each 𝛽 ∈ 𝐵, 𝛽 = (𝑠

pub
, 𝑏) and 𝑠𝑛 ∈ S1 (𝑠pub) ∪ S2 (𝑠pub).

Proof. By construction. For the particle value function with

parameters \𝑝𝑎𝑟 = (\𝑐𝑏 , \𝑟 ) we find \𝑐𝑏 such that for any input

they recreate one-hot positional encoding as “base” 𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 , that is then
multiplied with the player belief input to produce 𝒄𝑖, 𝑗 . By summing

over all 𝒄𝑖, 𝑗 and concatenating public features we recreate the input
for the positional value function. The parameters \𝑟 = \𝑝𝑜𝑠 . The

output is a projection to the “base” 𝒃𝑖, 𝑗 for each positionally encoded

infostate 𝑠
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑛 .

Let F ∈ R𝑓 ×𝑠 be a matrix of features F =
[
𝒇 1 𝒇 2 . . . 𝒇𝑠

]
,

where columns are features 𝒇 𝑖 of size 𝑓 for every infostate in

the game 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ∈ S1 ∪ S2 and 𝑠 = |S1 ∪ S2 |. The matrix F has

full rank column space: we use perfect recall public and private

features in 𝒇 𝑖 , which uniquely identify every infostate 𝑠𝑛 ∈ S𝑛
and the player features 𝑓𝑛 disambiguate the players as well. Let

𝑝 = |S
priv(1)

(𝑠
pub

) ∪ S
priv(2)

(𝑠
pub

) | and E ∈ R𝑠×𝑝 be a matrix con-

structed as follows:

E𝑖, 𝑗 =

{
1 if 𝑃𝐸 (𝑠𝑖𝑛) = 𝑗

0 otherwise,

where 𝑃𝐸 (·) is some fixed enumeration of all possible private his-

tories. We will find a matrix T ∈ R𝑠×𝑝 which satisfies

F⊤FT = E.



Since F has full column rank, F⊤F is a regular matrix and T can be

computed as

T = (F⊤F)−1E.
The “change basis” can be constructed as a single layer of perceptron

neurons with linear activation function, where their parameters

\𝑐𝑏 represent the matrix FT. They encode the basis transformation

for the inputs as well the output projection. □

F EXPERIMENT DETAILS
Algorithms with depth-limited lookahead use value functions to

evaluate the public state leaves at depth 𝑑 . The depth-limited sub-

game rooted at 𝛽 is called a trunk [5] and we denote it as 𝑇𝑟 (𝛽, 𝑑).
A trunk has a strategy profile 𝜋𝑇𝑟 ⊂ 𝜋 ∈ Π restricted only to the

infostates within the (depth-limited) trunk. The error of equilib-

rium approximation within the trunk can be computed using trunk

exploitability [28] as

expl (𝜋𝑇𝑟 ) = − max

𝜋1\𝜋𝑇𝑟
1

∈Π1

min

𝜋2∈Π2

𝑢1 (𝜋𝑇𝑟1 ∪ 𝜋1, 𝜋2)

− max

𝜋1∈Π1

min

𝜋2\𝜋𝑇𝑟
2

∈Π2

𝑢2 (𝜋1, 𝜋𝑇𝑟2 ∪ 𝜋2)

in the subgame 𝐺 (𝛽).
For the positional value function we use 5 fully connected layers

with hidden size of 5× the input. For the particle value function we

used 3 fully connected layers with hidden size of 3× the input for

the “change basis” module and use the same architecture for the

“regression” module as used for the positional value function. All

hidden layers use RELU activation function and the networks are

trained using the Adam optimizer [13].

For the first experiment, the trunk is rooted in the initial PBS

of the game (at 𝑑 = 0) and it has depth 𝑑 = 5 for Leduc and 𝑑 = 2

for GoofSpiel. We generate a training set 𝑇𝑆 based on random

sampling of PBS as in [20, 28], with sizes |𝑇𝑆 | = 54000 and |𝑇𝑆 | =
9000 respectively. To compute the target values we run 100 CFR+

iterations in the subgames. To compute the trunk strategy we run

100 iterations of CFR+ in the trunk. We then compute the trunk

exploitability for the (average) strategy as approximated by CFR+.

For the second experiment, if players do not know opponent’s

strategy and they have played some number of moves before the

current trunk, we technically have to use we need to a resolving

game [5] to be able to evaluate trunk exploitability correctly. To

avoid creating resolving games we make that the 𝜋★ is common

knowledge between the players by introducing a chance nodewhich

reflects the beliefs for 𝜋★. Then we can use only a value-solving

game in this experiment, which produces consistent strategies in

this case, and we can still use trunk exploitability for evaluation.
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